
BizTalk360 version 8.4 Released - IBM MQ,
FTP/SFTP, Azure Logic Apps Monitoring + BHM
Integration
Kovai Limited released BizTalk360 version 8.4. A major release of the product that has six new features
and enhancements to the existing functionalities.

LONDON, UNITED KINGDOM, May 25, 2017 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Kovai Limited released their
latest version of BizTalk Server Monitoring and Management tool.

BizTalk360 version 8.4 includes six major features — Data Monitoring for Azure Logic Apps,
Folder, FTP/SFTP, IBM MQ Monitoring, NT Services Operation in BizTalk and SQL Servers, Manage
SQL Jobs Operation from the web console. 

Pdb Datasystem AB – a Swedish company with about 70 employees, engage with their
customers to implement BizTalk360. Mathias Rehnstrom, Business Area Manager – Integrations
at Pdb Datasystem says, "The new functions will help our customers to keep track of the entire
integration flow. The Data monitoring for Azure Logic Apps is great news. In a hybrid world, this
means that we now have the same monitoring capabilities between Azure and BizTalk on
premise."

The latest version of BizTalk360 also has enhancements to the earlier version of the product
(version 8.3) such as incorporation of BizTalk Server Licensing Widget, BizTalk Health Monitoring
(BHM) Integration, and few monitoring improvements that have been added to improve the user
experience.

"We at Tallan are excited about helping our BizTalk clients implement a complete health check
system with BizTalk360's 8.4 release. Tallan is always looking to reduce our clients' BizTalk
administration overhead and BizTalk360 is a big part of that," says Stan Kennedy, Integration
Practice Director at Tallan.

"We at Mexia have always been impressed with the rapid pace of improvements that the
BizTalk360 team has brought to their product. Clearly, the team has been listening intently to
customer feedback by bringing features like SQL Agent jobs and NT services management into
the BizTalk360 portal where actions can be audited. This is imperative for our support team
where we don't always have direct login access to our client’s servers," says Daniel Toomey,
Principal Consultant at Mexia, Australia. 

About BizTalk360
BizTalk360 is used by a wide variety of customers across different sectors. The product is
currently used by over 500+ customers across 25+ countries managing 1700+ BizTalk
environments and it's growing rapidly. For more information about BizTalk360, visit
http://www.biztalk360.com.
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